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Abstract
Let F = X −H : kn → kn be a polynomial map such that H is homogeneous of degree d¿ 3
and the Jacobian matrix of H is nilpotent. Homogeneous components of the formal inverse of
F in the form given by Bass, Connell and Wright are linear combinations of polynomial maps
(T ) indexed by rooted trees. In later paper, Wright conjectures that (T ) = 0 if T is a rooted
tree whose leaves have height n− 1. We show that conjecture is false if n¿ 5 and d¿ 3.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14R15; 13F25; 05C05
Throughout the paper k is a =eld of characteristic zero. The sequence X=(X1; : : : ; Xn)
denotes the identity automorphism, Dj = @=@Xj and J (F) denotes the Jacobian matrix
of a polynomial map F .
Conjecture 1 (Jacobian Conjecture). If F=(F1; : : : ; Fn) : kn → kn is a polynomial map
and det J (F)∈ k \ {0}, then F is a polynomial automorphism, that is, there exists a
polynomial map G : kn → kn satisfying G(F) = X .
For a historical survey and introduction to the subject see [1].
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JagHzev [5] and Bass et al. [1] proved that it suIces to prove the Jacobian Conjecture
for all n¿ 2 and polynomial maps of the form Fi=Xi−Hi, where for i∈ n={1; : : : ; n}
the polynomial Hi is homogeneous of degree 3. Let us note that if F = X −H , where
H1; : : : ; Hn are homogeneous of degree ¿ 2, then the hypothesis det J (F)∈ k \ {0} is
equivalent to the nilpotence of J (H) [1, Lemma 4.1].
We recall some facts from [1] (see also [6,7,9]).
Let F : kn → kn be a polynomial map of the form F = X − H , where each Hi is
homogeneous of degree d¿ 2 (i∈ n). It is known [1, Chapter III] that there exist
unique formal power series G1; : : : ; Gn ∈ k[[X1; : : : ; Xn]] such that Gi(F1; : : : ; Fn)=Xi for
i∈ n. We call G=(G1; : : : ; Gn) the formal inverse of F . One can write Gi=
∑
j¿0 G
( j)
i ,
where each G( j)i is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j(d− 1) + 1.
If T is a non-directed tree, then V (T ) denotes a set of vertices and the symmetric
subset E(V ) ⊆ V (T )× V (T ) denotes a set of edges. A rooted tree T is de=ned as a
tree with distinguished one vertex rt(T )∈V (T ) called a root. By induction we de=ne
sets Vj(T ) of vertices of height j. Let V0(T ) = {rt(T )}. For j¿ 0 let v∈Vj(T ) iK
there exists w∈Vj−1(T ) such that (w; v)∈E(T ) and v 	∈ Vi(T ) for i¡ j. We de=ne
the height of a rooted tree as the largest height of its vertices.
For v∈Vj(T ) we denote
v+ = {w∈Vj+1(T ): (w; v)∈E(T )}:
By a leaf of a rooted tree T we mean such a vertex v that v+ = ∅.
Given a rooted tree T and a vertex v∈V (T ) we de=ne a rooted tree Tv to be a
subtree of T such that rt(Tv) = v and w∈V (Tv) if v belongs to a path from w to the
root.
A morphism T → T ′ of rooted trees is a map f :V (T ) → V (T ′) such that
f(rt(T )) = rt(T ′) and (f×f)(E(T )) ⊆ E(T ′). By Aut(T ) we denote the group of all
automorphisms of T , and (T ) = |Aut(T )| (where | | denotes cardinality). Moreover,
Td denotes the set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of rooted trees with
d vertices.
Suppose now that H = (H1; : : : ; Hn) and H1; : : : ; Hn ∈ k[X1; : : : ; Xn] are homogeneous
of degree d¿ 2. For a particular i∈ n, a rooted tree T and a function f :V (T ) → n
such that f(rt(T )) = i (called i-labeling of T ) we de=ne polynomials
PT;f =
∏
v∈V (T )
((∏
w∈v+
Df(w)
)
Hf(v)
)
and
i(T ) =
∑
f : V (T )→n
f(rt(T ))=i
PT;f: (1)
Moreover, let
(T ) = (1(T ); : : : ; n(T )):
Using the above de=nitions we can cite the following theorem [1, Ch. III, Theorem
4.1], [6, Theorem 4.3].
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Theorem 2 (Bass, Connell, Wright). If H is homogeneous of degree d¿ 2 and the
matrix J (H) is nilpotent, then G(0)i = Xi and for j¿ 1
G( j)i =
∑
T∈Tj
1
(T )
i(T ): (2)
Remark 3. Wright [7] showed that in Theorem 2 both assumptions, J (H) nilpotent
and H homogeneous, are not needed.
Let us formulate the following conjecture which is the object of main interest in our
paper (=rst stated in [6, Assertion A]).
Conjecture 4 (Wright). If H : kn → kn is a homogeneous map of degree d¿ 3, the
matrix J (H) is nilpotent and T is a rooted tree all of whose leaves have height n−1,
then (T ) = 0.
In [6, Theorem 7.4] Wright proved that if Conjecture 4 is true for d = 3, then the
Jacobian Conjecture is also true.
Lemma 5. If H : kn → kn is a homogeneous polynomial map and T is such rooted
tree that rt(T )+ = {v1; : : : ; vs} then
i(T ) =
∑
( j1 ;:::; js)∈nn
j1 (Tv1 ) · · · js(Tvs) · Dj1 · · ·DjsHi:
Proof. This is a special case of “tree surgery” in [1,6].
Denition 6. Let (T‘)‘¿0 be a sequence of rooted trees de=ned by induction:
(3)
and for ‘¿ 6 let
(4)
The lowest vertex is always a root. Note that for any ‘ leaves in T‘ have height equal
to ‘.
Lemma 7. Let H : kn → kn be the map de7ned by
H = (−X2X d−15 ; (X4X5 − X 21 )X d−25 ;−X 22 X d−25 ;
(X3X5 − 2X1X2)X d−25 ; 0; : : : ; 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−4
) (5)
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for 7xed d¿ 3 and n¿ 5. Then
(i) J (H)4 	= 0 and J (H)5 = 0,
(ii) (T‘) 	= 0 for any tree de7ned by (3) and (4),
(iii) the polynomial map X − H is an automorphism.
Proof. We only give the main steps of the proof.
(i) The proof is straightforward.
(ii) It is easy to check that
(T0) = H 	= 0;
(T1) = ((X 21 − X4X5)X 2d−35 ; X3X 2d−25 ; 2X2(X 21 − X4X5)X 2d−45 ;
(X 22 X5 − 2X1X4X5 + 2X 31 )X 2d−45 ; 0; : : : ; 0) 	= 0;
(T2) = (−X3X 3d−35 ; X 22 X 3d−45 ;−2X2X3X 3d−45 ;−2X1X3X 3d−45 ;
0; : : : ; 0) 	= 0;
(T3) = (−X 22 X 4d−55 ; 0;−2X 32 X 4d−65 ;−2X1X 22 X 4d−65 ; 0; : : : ; 0) 	= 0:
By Lemma 5 we have
i(T4) =
∑
( j1 ; j2)∈n2
j1 (T3)j2 (T3)Dj1Dj2Hi =
∑
( j1 ; j2)∈{1;3;4}2
j1 (T3)j2 (T3)Dj1Dj2Hi:
Hence,
(T4) = (0; 1(T3)2D21H2; 0; : : : ; 0) = (0;−2X 42 X 9d−125 ; 0; : : : ; 0) 	= 0: (6)
We continue in this fashion to obtain
(T5) = (0;−4X 22 X 23 X 13d−165 ; 0; : : : ; 0) 	= 0: (7)
We proceed to show, by induction on ‘, that for ‘¿ 4
(T‘) = (0; 2(T‘); 0; : : : ; 0) and 2(T‘) 	= 0: (8)
If ‘∈{4; 5} they are (6) and (7).
If ‘¿ 6 and (T‘−2) = (0; 2(T‘−2); 0; : : : ; 0) 	= 0 then we have
i(T‘) =
∑
( j1 ; j2)∈n2
(∑
i1∈n
i1 (T‘−2)Di1Hj1
)(∑
i2∈n
i2 (T‘−2)Di2Hj2
)
Dj1Dj2Hi
=
∑
( j1 ; j2)∈{1;2;3;4}2
(2(T‘−2)D2Hj1 )(2(T‘−2)D2Hj2 )Dj1Dj2Hi:
It follows immediately that
(T‘) = (0; (2(T‘−2)D2H1)2D21H2; 0; : : : ; 0)
= (0;−2X 3d−45 · 2(T‘)2; 0; : : : ; 0) 	= 0
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and both (8) and (ii) are proved.
(iii) Let G = X + H +
∑6
j=2 G
(j(d−1)+1) and
G(2(d−1)+1) = ((X 21 − X4X5)X 2d−35 ; X3X 2d−25 ; (2X 21 − 2X4X5)X2X 2d−45 ;
(X 22 X5 + 2X
3
1 − 2X1X4X5)X 2d−45 ; 0; : : : ; 0);
G(3(d−1)+1) = (−X3X 3d−35 ; 0; (−2X2X3X 25 − X 41 + 2X 21 X4X5 − X 24 X 25 )X 3d−65 ;
(−2X1X3X5 − 2X 21 X2 + 2X2X4X5)X 3d−55 ; 0; : : : ; 0);
G(4(d−1)+1) = (0; 0; (2X 21 X3 − 2X3X4X5)X 4d−65 ;
(2X2X3X 25 + X
2
4 X
2
5 + X
4
1 − 2X 21 X4X5)X 4d−75 ; 0; : : : ; 0);
G(5(d−1)+1) = (0; 0;−X 23 X 5d−65 ; (2X3X4X5 − 2X 21 X3)X 5d−75 ; 0; : : : ; 0);
G(6(d−1)+1) = (0; 0; 0; X 23 X
6d−7
5 ; 0; : : : ; 0):
An easy computation shows that G is the inverse automorphism of X − H .
Remark 8. Example (5) is a generalization of one given by van den Essen in [2] for
other reasons.
Theorem 9. Conjecture 4 is false for d¿ 3 and n¿ 5.
Proof. By Lemma 7 the polynomial map H : kn → kn de=ned by (5) and the rooted
tree Tn−1 de=ned by (3) and (4) give desired counterexample to Conjecture 4.
A polynomial map F=X−H : kn → kn is said to be triangular if Hi ∈ k[X1; : : : ; Xi−1]
for all 26 i6 n and H1 ∈ k. A map F is linearly triangularizable if B−1FB is trian-
gular for some linear automorphism B.
Lemma 10. If X − H : kn → kn is a linearly triangularizable polynomial map with
a homogeneous H of degree d¿ 2 and T is a rooted tree of height ¿ n − 1, then
(T ) = 0.
Proof. We =rst examine X − H triangular. By the assumption on T , there exists a
sequence of vertices v1; : : : ; vn ∈V (T ) with a property vi+1 ∈ v+i for i∈{1; : : : ; n − 1}.
If we prove that PT;f = 0 for any labeling f :V (T ) → n, the assertion follows. If
f(vi) = 1 for some i∈ n, we have PT;f = 0 as H1 = 0. If f(vi) 	= 1 for all i∈ n, then
f(vi)6f(vi+1) for some i. As X − H is triangular we have Df(vi+1)Hf(vi) = 0 and
PT;f = 0 too.
If X − H is linearly triangularizable and B−1FB is triangular for a linear automor-
phism B, then B
−1FB(T )=0 as was shown above. Therefore, H (T )=B ◦B−1FB(T ) ◦
B−1 = 0.
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To conclude the paper we do some remarks to the case n¡ 5 and d=3. From now
on we make the assumptions: F=X −H : kn → kn, where H is homogeneous of degree
3 and J (H) is nilpotent.
If n6 3 then F is linearly triangularizable. For n= 2 it is an easy exercise and for
n= 3 it was proved by Wright [8]. By Lemma 10 Conjecture 4 is true for n6 3 and
d= 3.
In the case n = 4 Hubbers [4] proved that for any F there exists B∈GL4(k) such
that B−1FB is of one of eight forms listed by him (see also [3, Theorem 7.1.2]). So
it suIces to prove that (T ) = 0 for each of the eight forms mentioned above and
each rooted tree T whose all leaves have height 3 and |v+|6 3 for v∈V (T ). Using a
computer we have carried out desired calculations and we obtain (T )=0. This proves
Conjecture 4 for n= 4.
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